
Beautiful & elegant
interior shutters



light control & 
privacy at your 
fingertips 
Interior shutters are now a popular choice for window treatments and offer you privacy, 
light control as well as looking elegant. 

Our shutters are custom made and have a unique simple style that will complement 
contemporary and traditional interiors. 

Available in a wide range of painted and stained finishes, and with a selection of styles, 
we can help you find the perfect solution to enhance your home.
 
At The Stylish Shutter Company we provide excellent service from start to finish including 
our expert shutter installation service.



shutter range
The Vancouver
Made from Western Red Cedar,
Vancouver is available in painted,
lacquered oroiled finishes. The
“oiled” finish option provides
the most natural appearance
of any shutter available and is
the natural choice for barns and
warehouse conversions. The
timber is so durable and stable
it could be left outside untreated
due to its resin content.

The Portland
Our Portland shutters hardwood 
construction and a smooth and 
consistent grain make it a very 
robust and high quality shutter.  
Strengthened with an engineered 
core to prevent any possibility of 
warping, they are well suited to 
areas where extra durability is 
required either around the home or 
for commercial premises.

The Boston
Crafted from Basswood, Boston 
is a competitively priced hardwood 
and a popular material for shutters.  
Available in limited styles and five 
white and cream shades.

The Phoenix
Although a hardwood, this shutter 
is very light enabling us to 
confidently use Phoenix for large 
installations where the weight 
would definitely preclude the use 
of Seattle or similar weight 
hardwood shutter panels.The 
almost white timber stains to 
match most timbers accurately 
while the grain reminiscent of oak, 
appears rich and exuberant even 
when painted.

The Seattle
An engineered product comprising 
of the best off-cut timber, which 
is bound and laminated with 
epoxy to form a light, durable 
lumbar core in a choice of five 
extremely durable white and cream 
finishes.  Maintenance free and 
very strong, with a wipe clean 
surface, this range is popular for 
its budget price but premium looks.

The Hollywood
Ideal for harsh environments such 
as wet rooms, or shower rooms, 
anywhere really that needs a tough 
but good looking window treatment 
that will last.  The new closed-cell 
composite shutter technology 
ensures superior strength, stiffness 
and wont warp, dent or chip.
 



colours

NB: This colour range may be updated from time to time. Please check our website for the latest 
colour options.

Choose from our extensive colour palette including 
paints, stains or a customised colour service to 
match your room décor.

Pure White Silk White Bright White Pearl Creamy Cameo Bisque String Limed White

Light Medium Medium Dark Old Teak Red Mahogany Dark Mahogany Black Walnut Black Custom Colour

CocoaMedium CherrySpring RosePaprikaCherryRich WalnutRed OakChestnutMellow Beech

Winter White Hermitage Green Green Tea Oak Mantel Goldenrod Medium Oak Pink Maple Pecan Nut Light Pine



solid shutters

Solid raised 

Solid moulded

Used extensively over the last couple of 
centuries in the UK , solid shutters offer 
better control over light filtration.
 
Solid shutters are fitted in the same way 
as louvre shutters and are used a lot for 
folding/concertina tracked partitions. 
They also make very good quality, light 
folding doors.

Solid raised
12mm thick centre panels with 
28.6mm x 40mm stiles.

Solid Base/Louvre Top
As solid raised but with top louvers, 
very suitable for sliding partitions and 
French Windows with solid bases.



styles & shapes
Interior shutters offer a stylish 
alternative to other window 
dressings. Options include full 
height, tier on tier, café style or 
bespoke shapes.

Sunburst at Top 
with divider strip

Sunburst at Top 
with T Post

Sunburst Panel 
with Frame

47.6mm 63.5mm 88.9mm 114.3mm
 

Café

Half Round Quarter Round
Circle

Hexagon Octagan

Triangle

Elongated

Eyebrow

Full Height Tier on Tier Special Shapes

Tracking Optional 
(for widths greater than 220cm)

Multi Panel Angled Arched

French Door Cutouts
Fitted on the door itself, used 
for inward opening glazed 
doors, typically with Juliet 
balconies.



conservatory

Conservatory shutters, apart from looking great, 
offer a great deal of flexibility simply not possible 
with most other shading options. Unlike fabric 
based shading systems, shutters are easy to clean 
and will not rot, sag or age over time. For long 
sections they can be mounted on tracking to slid 
away when not in use.

Shutters are also used for partitioning and as multi 
fold internal doors. Quite often the opening to the 
conservatory may have shutters suspended on a 
top track. The solid base and louvre top shutters 
are used extensively for these applications.



wood venetian 
blinds

premium made to measure

Phoenix 50mm, 63mm and Portland 35mm, 50mm, 
63mm Wooden Blinds
 

All Phoenix and Portland blinds can be made to your exact size and 
specifications and are available in widths 305mm – 2438mm and drops 
254mm – 2438mm, with a variety of control positions.
 
Choose from a wide array of the latest and most popular paints and stains, 
matching our Phoenix and Portland wood blinds to our Phoenix and 
Portland wood shutters. Or why not opt for our custom colour matching 
service, and choose any Dulux or Farrow & Ball shade to compliment 
virtually any shade of room.



fitting
At The Stylish Shutter Company we have a very 
experienced installation team.  

There are many ways to fit shutters and there is 
no one way that is better than another. They 
can be fitted inside the reveal, the most 
common way, or on the edge of the reveal or 
outside the reveal. 

The room and window will generally dictate the 
fitting location.  Frames are used extensively for 
fitting and shutters are made square unless 
specially shaped and will not hide a subsided 
bay window or tilted window sill entirely. 

Our hinges are made especially for our shutters 
and our screws are made specifically for our 
hinges with matching screw heads. Either 
match or contrast hinges with shutters, and for 
wet environments it is recommended that our 
marine grade stainless steel hinges are used.











For more information, a home survey or simply a chat about 
your particular requirements, please contact us now.

e: info@stylishshutters.co.uk
t: 01442 392324

Proud to be a member of
The Guild of Master Craftsmen


